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‘Inspired Landscapes’ at Arts Alliance
By John Chambless
Staff Writer
“Inspired Landscapes,” which
opened last weekend, brings new
artists – and top-quality work
– to the Oxford Arts Alliance.
The 13 artists have created landscapes that go well beyond what
you might expect.
The thin, airy quality of the
gouache in Charles Swisher’s
barn views – “Barn Roof Summer
Haze” and “Barn Through
Brush” – perfectly evokes the
hazy heat of a summer day.
William Kocher’s “Anchor” is
a stormy sweep of black clouds,
and the mood it creates is dramatic. Kocher’s “Moon Over Field”
is also splendidly evocative.
Dorothy Frey goes big in “Gray
in the Dark,” a nighttime view
of a barn and magnificent tree
that makes great use of blue to
express the dim light on gray
buildings. John David Wissler
has three loosely painted oils
that achieve a marvelous sense
of atmosphere – particularly
“Ancestor’s Rest,” which catches
the glow of sunset clouds and the
high, blue patch of sky above
them.
Lou Schellenberg’s “Lunenberg
Street Alley on Cornwallis” is
a view of roofs, walls, angles

and sky; and Paul Metrinko captures mountain peaks and a broad
valley with the subtlest of techniques in “Rockies.”
Heidi Leitzke shows three
interesting embroidery works
that stretch the boundaries of the
medium. Michael Allen’s three
landscapes are uniformly fine,
from the subtle green-brown hillside of “Millbach in Winter” to
the orange glow of “Dawn in
Millbach” and the alien-like wind
turbines in “Turbine at Long
Level.”
E.M.
Saniga’s
“Double
House Near Oxford” is elegantly rendered, and his “View of
Bentlyville” encompasses acres
of farm fields, trees and distant
buildings.
Kurt Knoblesdorf’s thickly
painted work succeeds best in
“241 North Prince, Lancaster."
There’s a catalogue available
with one painting by each artist,
making it a nice keepsake of an
ambitious exhibit that raises the
bar for regional art.
“Inspired Landscapes” continues through Oct. 31 at the Oxford
Arts Alliance (38 S. Third St.,
Oxford). For information, visit
www.OxfordArt.org.
To contact Staff Writer John
Chambless, e-mail jchambless@
chestercounty.com.

‘Double House Near Oxford’ by E.M. Saniga.

‘Farm Road’ by Lou Schellenberg.

‘Dawn in Millbach’ by Michael Allen.

‘Barn Roof Summer Haze’ by Charles Swisher.

Making memories at the Unionville Fair
By John Chambless
Staff Writer
There are generations of people in Chester County who
remember the Unionville Fair
as an annual highlight. Now
that the 90th edition of the fair
is over, the kids who patted the
llamas or played in the inflatable house or climbed high
on a tractor last weekend will
forever remember the moments

they spent having old-fashioned fun at the fair.
For the thousands of people
who bring their best garden
produce to compete, who fill
the stands on Saturday night
for the rodeo, who bring the
grandkids for photo opportunities in the Giggles N Grins
play area, the Unionville Fair
is a marker in their lives. On
Friday afternoon, school groups
were beginning to trickle in

to sample the fun of the fair.
While the big events weren’t
underway yet, there was plenty
to do and see as parents and
kids dashed to and fro, getting some face paint, holding

a newborn chick, dancing to
Dan and Galla’s bouncy music
or getting a treat at one of the
food booths.
In a county that is increastingly being turned over to housing

developments and commercial
development, the Unionville
Fair is a reminder of a time
when farms, not shopping centers, lined our roads. Here are
some scenes at last weekend’s

fair that have played out, in
various ways, for the past 90
years.
To contact Staff Writer John
Chambless, e-mail jchambless@chestercounty.com.
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